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INTRODUCTION

The community association management 
industry faces s ignif icant trends and 
competitive threats that will likely create 
dramatic change in the next several years as 
disruptive software technology is introduced 
that allows management companies to deliver 
superior service at lower costs. This should 
in turn translate into significant market share 
gains for the most innovative firms.
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Identifying the best software solutions(s) 
can be difficult, as many providers seem to 
offer similar features and functionality. This 
checklist provides the criteria for how to 
choose a software ecosystem that results in a 
formidable competitive edge. The companion 
white paper “Gaining a Competitive Edge” 
explores the industry challenges and explains 
the differences in various technology platforms.
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Accessibility

ACCESSIBILITY DEFINED: A measure of the accessibility of the software functionality by 
anyone, anywhere, anytime, and on any device.

What is the software functionality on various devices?

 » Full functionality?

 » Partial functionality?

 » Limited functionality?

 » Read-only functionality?

For what devices is the software optimized?

 » Compatible with all web browsers?

 » Built for specific smartphone platforms such as Android and iPhone?

 » Compatible with all tablets of all operating systems, types and screen sizes?

What is the accessibility for various user types?

 » Is the software fully accessible and fully functional by all employees from the office, home, 
or on the go?

 » What suite of 3rd party portals are available and fully integrated into the software?(Owners, 
Board of Directors, Committee Members, Attorneys, Collections Agencies, Auditors, Closing 
Agents, Realtors, Vendors, etc.)

 » What is the functionality of the 3rd party portals? Do the portals offer full functionality such 
as Board approval of invoices or merely “read-only” reports that only beg more questions?

Tips: Many software vendors tout their “mobile app”, but what exactly does that mean? Does it mean 
you’re squinting at their outdated software on a tiny mobile phone screen? Does it mean only a few read-
only reports? Or does it mean a purpose-built mobile app with a full suite of fully-functional processes 
that can be managed end-to-end on the device with full interaction with the cloud-based software to 
complete a task?

Notes:                                                                                                                                                                                                    
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Cloud-Based

CLOUD-BASED DEFINED: A measure of whether or not the application ecosystem is truly 
cloud-based with all of the advantages that accompany a Software-as-a-Service (Saas) offering.

Is the software architected for the Cloud?

 » Was the software Cloud built?

 » Is the software Cloud hosted?

 » Does the provider offer Cloud storage?

 » Does the provider offer Cloud backup?

Does the provider provide Cloud reliability?

 » Is there an uptime guarantee of 99.99% or more?

 » Does the hosting location provide:

 - Redundant power circuits?

 - Direct utility connections from two power grids?

 - Dual uninterrupted power supplies?

 - A state-of-the-art backup generator?

 - Redundant internet connections to two or more Tier 1 providers?

 - A video surveillance and alarm system?

 - 24/7 on-site personnel?

Tips: Software companies might add a hosting offering to their price sheet, but what exactly does that 
mean? Did they merely pave the cow paths? In other words, is it a Citrix-based offering (originally built for 
the “dial-up” world) where you connect to a painfully-slow client/server application on an under-powered 
server crammed into a backroom? Or does it mean accessing a web-based software application that was 
architected for cloud delivery and delivered from a world-class data center with all of the appropriate 
security, redundancy, and accessibility?

Notes:                                                                                                                                                                                                    
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Compliant

COMPLIANT DEFINED: An indication of the degree of rigor the provider applies to staying 
current with various regulatory bodies and the type of stringent certifications and approvals 
the provider has sought to obtain to verify its reliability.

 » Does the provider maintain a rigorous focus on staying abreast of the applicable regulatory 
changes at the state and local level, especially around property laws and collections laws?

 » Does the software (and/or services provider) offer full GAAP-compliant accrual accounting?

 » Does the provider or its hosting location meet the SSAE16 SOC 1 auditing standard?

 » Does the provider meet the stringent SAS 70 Type II auditing standard?

Tips: Providers that meet the SOC or SAS auditing standards will be able to produce a certificate of 
compliance based upon a 3rd party auditors independent review and report.

Notes:                                                                                                                                                                                                    
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Comprehensive

COMPREHENSIVE DEFINED: A measure of the overall scope of the application ecosystem.

Does the software automate and augment all core management company processes?

 » Accounting?

 » Deed restriction enforcement?

 » Architectural compliance?

 » Work orders?

 » Budgeting, Collections, and AR & AP Lockbox?

 » Disclosure processing?

 » Legal?

 » Document archive?

 » Resident service center automation?

 » Vendor management?

 » CAM and Branch management?

 » MC company-wide operations management?

Does the provider offer a full-service, large-scale shared services center that insures 
lowest-cost processing for all clients?

 » Resident call center services?

 » Print and mail fulfillment services?

 » Disclosure and insurance services?

 » Website, email, and phone services?

 » IT network and desktop support services?

 » Corporate accounting services?

Tips: Most industry software providers offer a limited amount of functionality requiring MCs to license or 
develop other functionality separately (such as board portals, resident portals, ACC process automation, 
AP process automation, etc.) that only creates additional disconnected data and process silos that will not 
deliver nearly as much efficiency gains as more comprehensive “fully-integrated” platforms that include 
the same functionality.

Notes:                                                                                                                                                                                                    
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Configurable

CONFIGURABLE DEFINED: A description of software that is easily changed to meet the 
specific needs for each customer as opposed to “customization”, which means additional 
software code must be written by a developer at a high cost (and an uncertain finish date) to 
fit a customer’s specific context or requirement.

How extensive is the rules-based configuration for setup and service levels that are 
unique to each community?

Are there dashboard reports and alerts to insure compliance with those configured rules?

Does the unique configuration control the process to insure the contract is managed per 
the board-determined rules such as AP approval, deed restrictions, and late fees?

Are there consistent configuration “overrides” across any domain where a user can 
change once and automatically change everywhere on any configurable rule?

 » Across the company?

 » Across a state?

 » Across a branch?

 » Across a portfolio?

 » Across a user?

 » Across a community?

Do you have to implement more than one technology platform to operate your management 
firm because of the limitations of each application?

Tips: While many of the industry software applications have some configurability around simple data 
elements such as late fees per community association, very few have an extensive rules-based architecture 
throughout the entire application ecosystem. For example, what happens when a CAM goes on vacation? 
Can that CAM’s entire portfolio be assigned to another CAM or the CAM’s manager? Can the person 
receiving that temporary assignment see all emails, tasks, notes, reports, and dashboards for all residents 
and board members for that portfolio? What happens when a state law changes to limit the fee for a 
disclosure certificate? Does someone have to open up and change each and every community’s rules to 
make a change or is there one simple override to make the change once at the state level and have it take 
effect in the entire portfolio for that state? What is the process to raise assessments for a community? 
Does each resident record need to be opened and changed or can the change be made only once at the 
community level? What happens when a CAM leaves - how much institutional knowledge is lost?

Notes:                                                                                                                                                                                                    
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Controlled

CONTROLLED DEFINED: The degree to which the technology platform allows a management 
firm owner or staff to maintain a consistent level of service, while increasing accountability 
and visibility, and reducing errors and fraud.

 » Does the platform offer full visibility and transparency for all users and constituents from MC 
executives to the client board members?

 » Does the system have the capability to log, archive, track, audit, measure, and report on all 
calls, emails, and processes?

 » Is each process tracked with alerts, dashboards, context, status, and the ability to directly 
enter the process to change it or advance it?

 » Is each process tracked with user name, date, time, and action taken for higher accountability 
across employees and processes?

 » Is each document digitized and automatically uploaded in one place, but visible in all 
appropriate views to all users with appropriate levels of access?

 » Will the software platform reduce human errors?

Tips: Look for a software platform that has the ability to ingest, manage, control, and audit all information 
(including all calls and emails) because the more information and processes that take place outside of the 
application, the less institutional knowledge is captured, measured, and controlled.

Notes:                                                                                                                                                                                                    
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Easy-to-use

EASY-TO-USE DEFINED: A measure of how easy it is to use the application and intuitively 
know how to get work done with very little training or support.

 » Was the software interface designed in a way that makes it highly usable?

 » Is the technology “discoverable” with an easy to understand interface that is consistent 
throughout the application and across all processes?

 » Is there true “random access” with the ability to quickly open up any process, any function, 
and any client from any device anywhere at any time with no wasted time?

Tips: Many software applications require you to keep drilling down into a resident account from within a 
specific association and then back all the way out to the association level only to drill back down to find 
another resident record. Be sure to ask about how specific processes are completed and watch how many 
screens or clicks or navigation steps are required to move from one process to another. For example, ask to 
see process scenarios such as 1) paying two different AP invoices of two different vendors on behalf of two 
different communities, or 2) answering two different resident phone calls from two different associations 
to answer two different types of questions. The best, most intuitive software will allow any user to do an 
internet search for any information ranging from a resident name to phone number to an address and 
immediately access the appropriate record with very few clicks.

Notes:                                                                                                                                                                                                    
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Integrated

INTEGRATED DEFINED: An indication of whether or not all software functionality operates 
on one, integrated platform rather than a multitude of different software “silos”.

 » Is all software functionality for all processes, procedures, information, documents, and 
external portals architected on only one database?

 » Is there only one built-in document archive with 100% of all client-related and system-
generated documents that are directly accessible throughout the platform?

 » Is the software seamlessly delivered with all functionality intact without requiring any 
additional “integration” with various application programming interfaces (“APIs”) with other 
“point solutions” that will break with every version change?

 » Does the sales literature say “we’ve partnered with [fill in name of a different company] to 
deliver [fill in name of their missing capability]?

 » What processes require you and your staff to upload the same information in multiple 
locations in order to complete the given task?

Tips: Nearly all applications serving the community association management industry are incomplete 
and require MC owners to license and cobble together multiple additional point solutions in an attempt 
to build out a complete technology platform. But unfortunately, each additional application requires 
additional license fees, additional integration, additional maintenance, additional inputs and outputs, 
additional support, additional training, and additional data silos.

Notes:                                                                                                                                                                                                    
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Process-Centric

PROCESS-CENTRIC DEFINED: A software development methodology of focusing on 
automation of each discrete process that needs to be performed in order to enable the 
lowest-cost, highest-value process. Process-centric development involves: 1) identifying key 
processes that need to be performed, 2) measuring and mapping each of those processes, 3) 
redesigning those processes to be as efficient as possible, and 4) automating each redesigned 
process with an “end-to-end” view of everything from how to configure the process rules to 
how to interact with homeowners and board members to how to report on the results.

 » What was the software design methodology?

 » Was each process benchmarked against best practices inside and outside the industry?

 » Was each process redesigned and optimized prior to writing any code?

 » Was the software architected in a way that facilitates process completion?

 » Does the software have process “wizards” that guide each user through the process in a 
“next, next, next, finish” fashion or does the software lack any such process control?

 » How difficult is it to change a configuration? For example, can you add a board member 
to the middle of the AP approval process with the click of a button in the configuration 
rules that then automatically notifies the board member with a link to review an approve an 
invoice? Or does that type of process change require a yellow stick note to be attached to 
the accountant’s monitor to remind them to email the board member on each invoice with a 
couple of attachments (and all of the time and potential failures that go with that?)

 » Does the software track 100% of all processes and user’s actions in a way that produces 
reports and alerts for the owners and executives?

Tips: Ask to see a software demo of how to complete a real process from setup for that process all the 
way to how to initiate the process, how the process is completed by the various users, how the process 
interacts with board members and residents, what devices and the process can be completed on, and 
how owners and executives can see the reports on the tracking of that process to keep it on-track, on-
time, and within guidelines. For example, take the deed restriction inspection process and ask to see 
what process rules and configurations exist to manage how often and to what standards a community is 
inspected, what process controls alert the CAM when to perform an inspection, what alerts the inspector 
what needs to be re-inspected, how photos are integrated into the violation, how and when the letters 
are printed (and what effort does it take to load the photos into the letter), how the various report portals 
(if any) are updated, etc. Ideally all of those processes are completely automatic with no additional effort 
other than clicking in a violation on a smartphone or iPad while a letter complete with all necessary 
information, photos, deed restriction details, and signature is being printed automatically as the inspector 
continues to drive through the community.
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Reportable

REPORTABLE DEFINED: The ability for all users to be able to quickly and easily get any report 
with any combination of data elements from the software system without the need to “build” 
a report and without the need to involve any custom report writing or coding.

 » Does the technology include a quick, easy, and flexible reporting tool that enables any user 
to immediately drill into any process (as appropriate per their role, see ROLE-BASED) by any 
dimension and take any action?

 » Does the software enable each user to save all report views and preferences specific to them 
and their role and login?

 » Does the application allow all users to self-serve by enabling them to continue to follow the 
path of their questions until they get the correct answers?

 » Are users able to download the report information into familiar software applications such 
as Adobe PDF and Microsoft Office apps with proper formatting for additional manipulation 
or publication?

 » Are dashboard reports included that offer high-level reports that can be drilled into for 
additional discovery and detail?

 » Are the reports tied to process alerts and process calendars to create a cohesive view of 
information, degree of completion, and timing?

Tips: Most software applications offer a limited number of pre-built reports that are not always the best 
fit with what various internal and external users need to properly perform their duties. In most cases 
obtaining a new report requires MCs to enter a support ticket to request a custom report and wait for the 
software company to develop the report at an expensive hourly rate. Be sure to ask exactly what reports 
are included and what the process is for developing custom reports. The ideal software platform enables 
the user to quickly see all reportable dimensions to find the answer for which they are searching.

Notes:                                                                                                                                                                                                    
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Role-Based

ROLE-BASED DEFINED: The ability for the software to be configured along various user 
dimensions based upon the user’s role and the appropriate level of access and process 
involvement that user needs to have based upon that role.

 » Is there an ability to create various distinct roles in the software configuration?

 » Are all task lists, emails, reports, and process interactions integrated into the platform and 
tracked by role?

 » Is the security and access controlled by the user’s role and responsibility?

 » Is the ability for a user to create, edit, or delete information based upon the user role?

 » How easy is it to change the role configuration to add a particular process or task to all 
users for that role? Does that involve custom software programming or is it within the 
administrator’s control due to their role?

 » Do executive users have appropriate access and oversight over subordinate users, such as a 
branch manager having the ability to access processes and reports that help them manage 
their CAMs?

Tips: Most software applications have rigid roles that are difficult to configure and change on an ongoing 
basis. The ideal technology platform would accommodate a growing management firm to experiment with 
various roles and the ability to quickly change any role-based process to fit the changing context.

Notes:                                                                                                                                                                                                    
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Scalable

SCALABLE DEFINED: The ability for the software architecture and the provider’s services 
offering to work across an unlimited number of branch locations, users, communities, 
residents, portals, processes, data elements, reports, and devices and the ability to grow an 
MC without large, risky up-front investments.

Are processes initiated by and performed in a way that was designed for both small and 
large-scale operations?

 » For example, are late fees applied and statements run each day automatically when they are 
due to run across all clients simultaneously or does someone have to initiate each process 
from within a particular client view?

 » For example, are deed restriction letters automatically created and printed (and addressed) 
whenever a restriction is created in the field, or does the process require an employee to 
initiate the printing of each letter and each envelope from within a particular client view?

Is performance fast and dependable with a large number of clients and residents or will 
you have to stop mid-stream and change over to a more robust system later on as you 
grow your firm?

What are the three largest installations the software provider has and what are their 
performance experiences?

What level of up-front investment and risk is required for each potential software 
platform?

Does the provider offer services for those under-utilized, hard-to-retain roles such as IT, 
accountants, CPAs, customer service, and other specialists to enable you to grow easier 
and with fewer up-front investments?

Tips: Many of the industry software applications were developed on outdated software platforms and 
databases that have significant limitations on the number of data elements and severe performance 
implications at large scale (especially in a hosted environment). And very few offer the ability to quickly 
develop and deploy mobile and tablet applications that meet user’s expectations. The ideal technology 
platform operates on robust database software such as Oracle or Microsoft SQL and was built on cloud-
based operating systems with current programming languages.

Notes:                                                                                                                                                                                                    
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Scheduled

SCHEDULED DEFINED: The ability for the technology to include time and date sensitivity 
across all process and data elements in order to stay on time and on service level for all clients.

 » Is there an integrated calendar or system that tracks all deliverables of all key processes such 
as late fees, inspections, publishing financials, board meetings, and annual meetings?

 » Are there time-based escalation rules for all key processes with deadline alerts for users and 
the leadership team?

 » Are there time-based service level configurations that allow MC executives to enter their 
own service level rules with alerts to the chain-of-command for any service level failures?

Tips: Most MCs operate with a calendar silo in Google or Microsoft Outlook that they hope their 
employees will use to track deliverables, but unfortunately that is a hit or miss proposition and does not tie 
into the software application. Also, it is not trackable by the firm’s management team. The idea software 
platform would have all time and date dimensions and calendars included for all users and processes. For 
example, if there is a 30-day notice requirement for an annual meeting and an annual meeting has just 
been scheduled, the ideal software would create an alert regarding the due date for the notice to be sent. 
For example, if a deed restriction is configured to close out and not continue to escalate after 60 days, the 
ideal software would auto-close the restriction without any further intervention so the appropriate level 
of escalation is always applied to the next violation.

Notes:                                                                                                                                                                                                    
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Supported

SUPPORTED DEFINED: The ability for any user to quickly and easily find the answer or get 
the assistance needed.

 » Does the software require a high level of support (the more complex the software, the more 
obtuse the interface, the more inflexible the reports, etc., the more support will be required).

 » What is the cost of the various types of support?

 » What is the average response time of the provider when providing various types of support?

 » What type of user training is typically required and offered? And how often and at what cost?

 » Is a comprehensive knowledge base with user instructions, tips, tactics, screen shots, and 
instructional videos available? If so, at what cost?

 » Are user prompts, explanations, help text, and direct knowledge base links built right into 
the application?

 » Does the provider have a user support hotline?

 » Does the provider have a continuous application development and improvement process?

 » What is the average time interval between various enhancements and versions?

Tips: Most software providers serving the industry are legacy applications with long intervals between 
upgrades/versions due to a low level of application development processes and resources and due to the 
complexity of making any changes to the legacy code base. The ideal provider has a large and ongoing 
development and support operation with a continuous enhancement rollout that rapidly iterates and 
extends its lead over competitor..

Notes:                                                                                                                                                                                                   
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THE CIRACONNECT ADVANTAGE

There are many strategic considerations when selecting software prior to diving into a demo (which 
always look good on “dummy” data). One critical consideration is that a software change is usually 
the most painful/disruptive process an MC can experience and is often fraught with problems. And, 
once a commitment is made, an MC tends to stick with that platform for several years or more, so 
the selection process should be taken very seriously as one of the most important and strategic 
decisions an MC CEO/owner can make.

CiraConnect would welcome the opportunity to discuss its unique Software and Shared Services 
offering with select management firm owners that desire to be Technology Leaders. CiraConnect 
was developed from 2004-2014 as the internal software and services platform for one of the largest 
US management firms (RealManage). While CiraConnect is a separate sister company, this real 
world development design and testing has refined CiraConnect into the industry’s leading provider 
of cloud-based and mobile applications.

Our deep experience as both software entrepreneurs and as owners of a large, high-growth and 
highly-successful management firm make us a competent and credible partner to help other 
management companies transform into industry leaders.

Contacting CiraConnect - For more information or a demonstration of our technology, please contact 
us at 855-255-9541, info@ciraconnect.com, or visit our website at www.ciraconnect.com


